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Crystals can often be seen in our daily life and a variety of
high-tech aspects. The ideal crystal has three-dimensional
lattice periodicity, which can be described by the developed
space group. The existence of a lattice periodicity is apparent
in the diffraction pattern which consists of sharp spots located
on points of a reciprocal lattice. Half century ago, the crystal
with a diffraction pattern involving sharp spots not belonging
to a reciprocal lattice was founded. These sharp spots, socalled satellite reflections, are not simple fractions with
respect to the lattice of main reflections. Those fractional
indices are interpreted as due to a long-period ordering. The
observation of satellite peaks showing a continuous
temperature dependency leads to the concept of an
incommensurate crystal structure. Since then, many more
incommensurate crystal phases have been observed,
including quasi-one-dimensional conductors (Comes et al.,
1976), ferroelectrics (Dmitriev et al., 1998), alloys (Portier and
Gratias, 1980), minerals (Hemingway et al., 1986; Seifert et
al., 1987), composite crystal (Heimann et al., 1979), and so
on. According to the origin of the incommensurability, the
incommensurate crystals have been divided into different
types. An important class is that of the modulated structures.
These crystals can be described in terms of a basic structure
with three-dimensional space group symmetry and a periodic
derivation (the modulation) which in the incommensurate
case has a period that does not belong to the lattice of the
basic space group. The melilite families, occurring as solid
solution minerals in natural rock assemblages, are observed
independently with the incommensurately modulated features
by Hemingway et al. (Hemingway et al., 1986) and Seifert et
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al. (Seifert et al., 1987) in synthetic end-member of
Ca2MgSi2O7 åkermanite. The reason for the formation of the
modulated structure is the misfit between the large X cations
and the sheet-like tetrahedral f.
A new edition of the highly readable textbook applying the
fundamentals of crystallography, symmetry and diffraction to
a range of materials.
Semiconductors and Semimetals
The first volume devoted entirely to Electron Spin Echo
Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) Spectroscopy This valuable
book provides an introduction and broad survey of topics in
ESEEM spectroscopy, including the theory, instrumentation,
peculiarities of ESE experiments, and analysis of
experimental data with particular emphasis on orientationally
disordered systems. Applications of ESEEM spectroscopy to
study chemically and biologically important paramagnetic
centers in single crystals, amorphous solids, and powders are
discussed as well. Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation
(ESEEM) Spectroscopy will benefit specialists in magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, physicists, chemists, and biologists
who use magnetic resonance in their research.
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Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute on
Modulated Structure Materials, Maleme-Chania, Greece,
June 15-25, 1983
Clean surfaces and absorbed layers: structure and
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morphology. Honeycombs, triangles and bright stars: the
adatom-induced reconstruction of Pt(111) / Shobhana
Narasimhan and Raghani Pushpa. Metallic surfaces
under elevated gas pressure studied in situ by scanning
tunneling microscopy: O[symbol], H[symbol]/Au(111);
CO/Au(110) / F.J.C.S. Aires, C. Deranlot, Y. Jugnet, L.
Piccolo and J.-C. Bertolini. X-ray structural analysis of
semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces / S. Warren [und
weitere]. Aspects of heteroepitaxial growth / S.M.
Shivaprasad -- Quantum well, wire and dot: structure and
transport. Growth and characterization of P-HEMT
structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy / R.
Muralidharan [und weitere]. Spin transport in a twodimensional electron gas / T.P. Pareek and P. Bruno.
Stepped silicon templates for quantum wire structures /
I.K. Robinson, P.A, Bennett and F.J. Himpsel. Scanning
tunneling microscopy study of epitaxial growth of Si and
Ge on silicon during growth / Bert Voigtländer. Growth of
self-assembled epitaxial germanium nanoislands on
silicon surfaces by molecular beam epitaxy / D.K.
Goswami [und weitere]. Raman spectroscopic studies on
elastic strain at germanium particles-silicon matrix
interface / Anushree Roy and Sangeeta Sahoo -Layered synthetic microstructures. Layered synthetic
microstructures: importance of a combined X-ray
standing wave and X-ray reflectivity analysis / B.N. Dev.
Development of multilayers for hard X-ray optics / Y.
Tawara [und weitere]. Pure nuclear reflections from
natural FeN[symbol]/[symbol]Fe N[symbol] isotopic
multilayer / A. Gupta [und weitere] -- Surface
modification by energetic ion beams. Scanning probe
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studies of swift heavy ion irradiated semiconductor
surfaces / J.P. Singh and D. Kanjilal. Ion irradiation
effects and ion beam studies of semiconductor
multilayers / S.V.S. Nageswara Rao [und weitere].
Surface modifications in silicon(l00) due to antimony
implantation / Shikha Varma, Soma Dey and V. Ganesan
Nanomaterials: Synthesis, Properties and Applications
provides a comprehensive introduction to nanomaterials,
from how to make them to example properties,
processing techniques, and applications. Contributions
by leading international researchers and teachers in
academic, government, and industrial institutions in
nanomaterials provide an accessible guide for
newcomers to the field. The coverage ranges from
isolated clusters and small particles to nanostructured
materials, multilayers, and nanoelectronics. The book
contains a wealth of references for further reading.
Individual chapters deal with relevant aspects of the
underlying physics, materials science, and physical
chemistry.
Materials Science and Technology Series: Synthetic
Modulated Structures focuses on synthetic modulated
structures, which is described as any periodically
perturbed materials with a repetition greater than the
basic unit cell dimension. The book is organized into
three parts. Part I provides a perspective of
developments and structural characterization of the
semiconductor and metal area. The electronic properties
in different configurations and structures, including
compositional and doping modulation are covered in Part
II. Part III begins with preparation methods, followed by a
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discussion on distinctive fields of interest in metals,
transport and magnetic properties, superconductivity,
and diffusion. This publication is a good source for
students and researchers conducting work in the general
area of modulated structures.
Because of their nanoporous structures and ultra-high
surface areas Metal-Organic Framework Composites
(MOFs) are very interesting materials. The book
focusses on the following applications: gas capture and
storage, especially molecular hydrogen storage;
performance enhancement of Li-ion batteries; gas
separation, nano-filtration, ionic sieving, water treatment,
and catalysis; sustainable renewable energy resources,
electrochemical capacitors, including supercapacitors,
asymmetric supercapacitors and hybrid supercapacitors;
biomedical disciplines including drug delivery,
theranostics; biological detection and imaging;
nanoparticle photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy
(PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT).
This book focuses on the emerging class of new
materials characterized by ultra-fine microstrucures. The
NATO ASI which produced this book was the first
international scientific meeting devoted to a discussion of
the mechanical properties and deformation behavior of
materials having grain sizes down to a few nanometers.
Topics covered include superplasticity, tribology, and the
supermodulus effect. Review chapters cover a variety of
other themes including synthesis, characterization,
thermodynamic stability, and general physical properties.
Much of the work is concerned with the issue of how far
conventional techniques and concepts can be extended
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toward atomic scale probing. Another key issue concerns
the structure of nanocrystalline materials, in particular,
what is the structure and composition of the internal
boundaries. These ultra-fine microstructures have
proved to challenge even the finest probes that the
materials science community has today.
This work represents the account of a NATO Advanced
Research Workshop on "Thin Film Growth Techniques
for Low Dimensional Structures", held at the University of
Sussex, Brighton, England from 15-19 Sept. 1986. The
objective of the workshop was to review the problems of
the growth and characterisation of thin semiconductor
and metal layers. Recent advances in deposition
techniques have made it possible to design new material
which is based on ultra-thin layers and this is now posing
challenges for scientists, technologists and engineers in
the assessment and utilisation of such new material.
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has become well
established as a method for growing thin single crystal
layers of semiconductors. Until recently, MBE was
confined to the growth of III-V compounds and alloys, but
now it is being used for group IV semiconductors and IIVI compounds. Examples of such work are given in this
volume. MBE has one major advantage over other
crystal growth techniques in that the structure of the
growing layer can be continuously monitored using
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). This
technique has offered a rare bonus in that the time
dependent intensity variations of RHEED can be used to
determine growth rates and alloy composition rather
precisely. Indeed, a great deal of new information about
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the kinetics of crystal growth from the vapour phase is
beginning to emerge.

The 1986 Advanced Study Institute on "The Physics
of the two-Dimen sional Electron Gas" took place at
the Conference Centre liTer Helme", close to
Oostende (Belgium), from June 2 till 16, 1986. We
were motivated to organize this Advanced Study
Institute in view of the recent experimental and
theoretical progress in the study of the twodimensional electron gas. An additional motivation
was our own theore tical interest in cyclotron
resonance in two-dimensional electron systems at
our institute. It is my pleasure to thank several
instances and people who made this Advanced
Study Institute possible. First of all, the sponsor of
the Advanced Study Institute, the NATO Scientific
Committee. Furthermore, the co sponsors: Agfa
Gevaert, Bell Telephone Mfg. Co. N.V., Burroughs
Belgium. Control Data. Digital Equipment
Corporation, Esso Belgium. European Research
Office (USA). Kredietbank. National Science
Foundation (USA). Special thanks are due to the
members of the Program Committee and the
members of the Organizing Committee. I would also
like to thank Mrs. H. Evans for typing assistance.
Controlling turbulence is an important issue for a
number of technological applications. Several
methods to modulate turbulence are currently being
investigated. This book describes various aspects of
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turbulence structure and modulation, and explains
and discusses the most promising techniques in
detail.
This volume contains the proceedings of the first
NATO Science Forum "Highlights of the Eighties and
Future Prospects in Condensed Matter Physics"
(sponsored by the NATO Scientific Affairs Division),
which took place in September, 1990, in the pleasant
surroundings provided by the Hotel du Palais at
Biarritz, France. One hundred distinguished
physicists from seventeen countries, including six
Nobellaureates, were invited to participate in the four
and a half day meeting. Focusing on three evolving
frontiers: semiconductor quantum structures,
including the subject of the quantumHall effect
(QHE), high temperature superconductivity (HiTc)
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), the
Forum provided an opportunity to evaluate, in depth,
each of the frontiers, by reviewing the progress
made during the last few years and, more
importantly, exploring their implications for the future.
Though serious scientists are not "prophets," all of
the participants showed a strong interest in this
unique format and addressed the questions of future
prospects, either by extrapolating from what has
been known, or by a stretch of their "educated"
imagination.
For a machine to convert text into sounds that
humans can understand as speech requires an
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enormous range of components, from abstract
analysis of discourse structure to synthesis and
modulation of the acoustic output. Work in the field is
thus inherently interdisciplinary, involving linguistics,
computer science, acoustics, and psychology. This
collection of articles by leading researchers in each
of the fields involved in text-to-speech synthesis
provides a picture of recent work in laboratories
throughout the world and of the problems and
challenges that remain. By providing samples of
synthesized speech as well as video demonstrations
for several of the synthesizers discussed, the book
will also allow the reader to judge what all the work
adds up to -- that is, how good is the synthetic
speech we can now produce? Topics covered
include: Signal processing and source modeling
Linguistic analysis Articulatory synthesis and visual
speech Concatenative synthesis and automated
segmentation Prosodic analysis of natural speech
Synthesis of prosody Evaluation and perception
Systems and applications.
Advances made in coatings based on borides, carbides and
nitrides, has lead to an increase in practical applications. The
book addresses all aspects of the synthesis of superhard
coatings, thin-film characterization, and the use of hard
coatings in corrosive and tribological applications.
The MRS Symposium Proceeding series is an internationally
recognised reference suitable for researchers and
practitioners.
One of the ultimate goals of materials research is to develop
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a fun damental and predictive understanding of the physical
and metallurgical properties of metals and alloys. Such an
understanding can then be used in the design of materials
having novel properties or combinations of proper ties
designed to meet specific engineering applications. The
development of new and useful alloy systems and the
elucidation of their properties are the domain of metallurgy.
Traditionally, the search for new alloy systems has been
conducted largely on a trial and error basis, guided by the skill
and intuition of the metallurgist, large volumes of
experimental data, the principles of 19th century
thermodynamics and ad hoc semi-phenomenological models.
Recently, the situation has begun to change. For the first
time, it is possible to understand the underlying mechanisms
that control the formation of alloys and determine their
properties. Today theory can begin to offer guidance in
predicting the properties of alloys and in developing new alloy
systems. Historically, attempts directed toward understanding
phase stability and phase transitions have proceeded along
distinct and seemingly diverse lines. Roughly, we can divide
these approaches into the following broad categories. 1.
Experimental determination of phase diagrams and related
properties, 2. Thermodynamic/statistical mechanical
approaches based on semi phenomenological models, and 3.
Ab initio quantum mechanical methods. Metallurgists have
traditionally concentrated their efforts in cate gories 1 and 2,
while theoretical physicists have been preoccupied with 2 and
3.
This volume deals with an important aspect of the physics of
high-temperature superconductors. In recent years a wealth
of experimental and theoretical work has accumulated on the
subject of anharmonicity in connection to either
superconductivity or lattice properties of superconducting
oxides. The papers, by leading experts, are the proceedings
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of the first workshop dedicated to dealing with these issues.
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